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Abstract 

The GPN-loop GTPase Npa3 is encoded by an essential gene in the yeast 

Saccharomyces cerevisiae. Npa3 plays a critical role in the assembly and nuclear 

accumulation of RNA polymerase II (RNAPII), a function that may explain its 

essentiality. Genetic interactions describe the extent to which a mutation in a 

particular gene affects a specific phenotype when co-occurring with an alteration in 

a second gene. Discovering synthetic negative genetic interactions has long been 

used as a tool to delineate the functional relatedness between pairs of genes 

participating in common or compensatory biological pathways. Previously, our group 

showed that nuclear targeting and transcriptional activity of RNAPII were unaffected 

in cells expressing exclusively a C-terminal truncated mutant version of Npa3 

(npa3∆C) lacking the last 106-residues naturally absent from the single GPN protein 

in Archaea, but universally conserved in all Npa3 orthologs of eukaryotes. In order 

to gain insight into novel cellular functions for Npa3, we performed here a genome-

wide Synthetic Genetic Array (SGA) study coupled to bulk fluorescence monitoring 

to identify negative genetic interactions of NPA3 by crossing an npa3∆C strain with 

a 4,389-nonessential gene-deletion collection. This genetic screen revealed 

previously unknown synthetic negative interactions between NPA3 and 15 genes. 

Our results revealed that the Npa3 C-terminal tail extension regulates the 

participation of this essential GTPase in previously unknown biological processes 

related to mitochondrial homeostasis and ribosome biogenesis. 

Key words: GTPase Npa3, C-terminal deleted Npa3, Gpn1, synthetic genetic 

interactions, synthetic lethal, fluorescence, mitochondria, ribosome biogenesis.  
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Introduction 

GTPases play regulatory functions in many cellular processes, including cell 

signaling, cell shape, motility and polarity, vesicular or non-vesicular transport and 

protein synthesis (Leipe et al. 2002; Wittinghofer and Vetter 2011). GTPases are 

proteins that bind guanosine triphosphate (GTP) and hydrolyze it to guanosine 

diphosphate (GDP), switching from an inactive state where they are GDP-bound to 

an active GTP-bound state by exchanging GDP for GTP. The GPN-loop GTPase 

family, whose name derives from the presence of a strictly conserved GPN (Gly-Pro-

Asn) motif, comprises a single GPN protein in Archaea and three orthologs in all 

eukaryotic organisms: Gpn1 (Npa3 in the budding yeast Saccharomyces 

cerevisiae), Gpn2, and Gpn3. All three proteins are essential for cell viability in yeast, 

indicating that their functions are not redundant (Giaever et al. 2002; Forget et al. 2010). 

In yeast and human cells, the best-known biological function of Gpn1, Gpn2 and 

Gpn3 is to participate in the assembly and subsequent nuclear localization of RNA 

polymerase II (RNAPII) (Forget et al. 2010; Lacombe et al. 2010; Calera et al. 2011; 

Minaker et al. 2013; Niesser et al. 2016; Zeng et al. 2018; Liu et al. 2020). Defects in 

chromatid cohesion, cell cycle progression, and increased sensitivity to DNA-

damaging agents are important phenotypes caused by a reduction in GPN proteins 

function (Forget et al. 2010; Alonso et al. 2011, 2013; Minaker et al. 2013). However, it is 

challenging to determine if these phenotypes occur downstream of RNAPII 

transcription inhibition or if they arise from a functional defect in a molecular pathway 

directly controlled by the GPN proteins that is unrelated to RNAPII function. In a 

previous study, our group showed that yeast cells expressing exclusively npa3∆C, a 
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deletion mutant of NPA3 lacking the C-terminal region that encodes for an 

approximately 100 amino acid extension present in Gpn1 of all eukaryotes but 

absent from the single GPN protein in Archaea, proliferated indistinguishably from 

cells expressing the full-length Npa3 protein. Importantly, the combination of npa3∆C 

mutation with the deletion of BIK1 (bik1∆), a gene that encodes a plus-end tracking 

microtubule-binding protein with a role in mitotic progression (Berlin et al. 1990), 

resulted in a synthetic lethal genetic interaction, a result consistent with Npa3 having 

a role in microtubule dynamics and mitotic progression in an RNAPII-independent 

manner (Guerrero-Serrano et al. 2017).  

A genetic interaction is a phenomenon in which a specific phenotype caused by 

individual mutations is modified by combining it with another mutation in a second 

gene (Phillips 2008). A negative extreme form of genetic interaction is synthetic 

lethality, where two genes that are not essential when mutated or deleted individually 

are lethal when altered simultaneously (Talavera et al. 2013). Finding negative genetic 

interactions is useful for identifying functional relationships between genes, as they 

can reveal information about redundant or compensatory functions, or physical 

interactions (van Welsem et al. 2008). A powerful tool to discover genetic interactions 

is the Synthetic Genetic Array (SGA) approach, that allows large-scale screening of 

genetic interactions in yeast by systematically crossing a query mutant strain with 

almost all viable deletion mutants to obtain unviable double mutant meiotic progeny 

(Tong et al. 2001).  
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Here we used a genome-wide SGA analysis coupled to bulk-fluorescence 

measurements to search for negative genetic interactions between npa3∆C and a 

4,389 nonessential gene-deletion collection in the budding yeast Saccharomyces 

cerevisiae. We identified 15 genes that showed synthetic negative interactions with 

npa3∆C, which probably include both synthetic lethal and synthetic-sick genetic 

interactions. Our results suggest that, in addition to its role in RNPAII assembly and 

nuclear accumulation, NPA3 participates in cellular pathways related to 

mitochondrial homeostasis and ribosome biogenesis. 
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Materials and methods 

SGA yeast strains and plasmids 

S. cerevisiae strains used in this study are listed in Table 1. The Mc∆01 (npa3∆C) 

and MCR03 (NPA3) SGA starter strains were generated by homologous 

recombination through a PCR-based approach. To delete the NPA3 C-terminal tail 

coding region we used a forward primer (#3) containing 45 bp of homology sequence 

to the 5’ end of the NPA3 C-terminal tail-coding region followed by a STOP codon. 

To maintain intact the NPA3 open reading frame in the MCR03 reference strain, we 

used a forward primer (#4) containing a 45 bp homology sequence upstream to the 

NPA3 native STOP codon. These primers contained a 23 bp-sequence 

complementary to the 5’ end of the NATr cassette. The reverse primer employed to 

generate both strains contain 45 bp of homology sequence at the 3’ end of the NPA3 

ORF (#32), followed by a 23 bp-sequence complementary to the 3’ end of the NATr 

cassette for its amplification from plasmid pYC44 (Yanez-Carrillo et al. 2015). PCR 

products were transformed by a LiAc/ssDNA/PEG protocol (Castano et al. 2003) in 

the S. cerevisiae parental strain YEG01-RFP constitutively expressing the red 

fluorescence protein (RFP) mCherry linked to hphMX4 selection marker at the PDC1 

locus. Correct replacement of NPA3 C-terminal tail coding region by the NATr 

cassette in Mc∆01 strain, and NATr cassette insertion immediately after the STOP 

codon (TAA) of the NPA3 ORF in MCR03 strain, was verified by amplifying PCR 

products of the expected size with primers complementary to upstream (#8/#9) and 

downstream (#10/#11) regions of the deletion/insertion region within the genome. 

We used flanking primers (#8/#10) for PCR amplification of the NATr cassette from 
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genomic DNA from Mc∆01 and MCR03 strains. To unambiguously confirm that the 

deletion/insertion occurred through homologous recombination at the NPA3 locus, 

PCR products from both strains were sequenced with #123/#124 primers at 

LANBAMA, IPICYT (primers used are listed in Table 2). We used 4,389 

nonessential-gene knockouts from the yeast deletion collection (BY4741 genetic 

background) (Winzeler et al. 1999) for our systematic screening of genetic 

interactions.  

Synthetic Genetic Array (SGA) coupled to bulk-fluorescence data collection 

We developed a bulk-fluorescence based approach to assess yeast colony growth. 

To this end we took advantage of the red fluorescent protein mCherry (RFP), which 

is expressed constitutively by the YEG01-RFP strain and used the fluorescence 

values as a proxy for colony growth. We coupled this bulk-fluorescence approach to 

previously reported SGA methodology (Tong and Boone 2006). Replica pinning steps 

were performed manually with a 384-head pin tool (V&P Scientific, VP384F). For the 

single-mutant selection step, the cells were plated and incubated at 30 ºC for 24 h, 

measured for RFP signal and replica plated to double-mutant selection media 

(Supplementary Table 1). For the double mutant selection step the cells were 

incubated at 30 ºC for 48 h and the RFP signal was measured as described. Data 

from SGA colonies were collected by reading the red fluorescence signal in each 

array position with 15 flashes at 400 Hz and 100 gain value in the RFP channel, 

using a micro plate reader Infinite M1000, TECAN (Ex 587 nm/5 nm and Em 610 

nm/5 nm). Background fluorescence signal was collected from single-well plates 
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(OmniTray, Nunc) containing selective media but with no cells. Raw fluorescent 

signal for each SGA position was defined as: Fxraw -Fbg=Fx. To identify negative 

genetic interactions with the npa3ΔC mutation we first made 5 repetitions of a 

genome-wide screening by crossing the Mc∆01 strain with a collection of 4,389 non-

essential gene deletion strains. On the basis of the first screening results, we then 

performed 11 repetitions of a high-resolution analysis in which we crossed the 

Mc∆01 strain with the arrayed genes scored as putative synthetic negative 

interactions from the genome-wide screening, and crossing in parallel, but 

independently, the MCR03 reference strain with the same array.   

Data analysis 

To evaluate synthetic negative interactions among nonessential genes and npa3∆C 

we related the colony RFP signal value from double mutants to single mutant values, 

assuming that if there are not genetic interactions the multiplicative combination of 

single-mutant fitness and experimental factors will represent the double-mutant 

fitness. We employed normalization procedures to estimate and remove systematic 

biases in colony growth that arise from experimental factors. In the genome-wide 

screening the normalization was first made by subtracting the median Fx value from 

not-empty positions per plate to Fx values in each plate: Fx-

(median(Fx(plate)))=Fp
x
, followed by subtraction of the median value of the same 

well to the same well position in all plates: Fp
x
(well)- (median (Fp

x
(well)))=FNx. 
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On the base of the normalized fluorescence values, we generated a viability matrix 

that precisely indicated which position in the 5 replicas of the SGA array presented 

either proliferation or no colony growth. Then, we were able to set a condition for 

identifying putative synthetic negative interactions. The haploid strains able to 

proliferate (present) in at least 3 of 5 SGA replicates on selective media containing 

G418, but showing no growth (completely absent) in at least 2 of these identical 3 

SGA replicates on selective media containing both G418 and clonNAT antibiotics, 

were scored as displaying a putative synthetic negative growth phenotype. 

Approximately, 564,000 data generated from red fluorescence reading and 

normalization steps were processed with MATLAB (software version 7.10). 

Normalization procedure for the two SGA experiments (Mc∆01 and MCR03) within 

the high-resolution analysis was done by subtracting the background values, 

followed by normalizing with the median value per plate of all hoΔ positions: 

Fx(well)- (median(FhoΔ(plate)))=FNx. Then, the negative effect in growth was 

represented by negative deviations from the expected double-mutant fitness. To 

assess negative genetic interactions for each SGA experiments, we calculated an 

interaction score by subtracting the respective fluorescence values of MCR03 

experiment from the respective fluorescence values of the Mc∆01 experiment: 

FNX(Mc∆01)-FNx(MCR03)= genetic interaction score (GIS). Finally, to determine if 

the differences between the Mc∆01 experiment and reference MCR03 experiment 

were statistically significant we applied a student t-test (GIS vs MCR03). Data from 

high-resolution analysis were processed with RStudio (software version 1.2.5033). 
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Study of synthetic negative interactions de novo by plasmid shuffling  

To further characterize the selective synthetic negative interactions of npa3∆C with 

bud27∆ identified in our study, we employed a plasmid shuffling strategy in the S. 

cerevisiae BY4741 strain, an intact isogenic parental background to the YEG01-RFP 

strain used in our SGA analysis. First, cells were transformed with a pRS416-NPA3 

(URA3) maintenance plasmid. Then, through a PCR-mediated gene targeting 

approach, the endogenous NPA3 gene was replaced by the natMX4 cassette 

obtained from the plasmid pYC44 with forward (#84) and reverse (#4) primers. After 

the deletion of NPA3 was confirmed by sequencing using #123 and #124 primers, 

we used the kanMX4 cassette obtained by PCR from the pFA6 plasmid with forward 

(#89) and reverse (#90) primers to delete BUD27. Once BUD27 deletion was 

confirmed by sequencing using the #105 and #106 primers, we transformed this 

strain with the second plasmid pRS315 (LEU2) carrying NPA3 (BYMG56 strain) or 

npa3∆C (BYMG57 strain). Both strains were grown at 30 °C and 200 rpm in liquid 

SCM -Leu medium (0.67% YNB w/o amino acids, 2% dextrose, and 0.2% amino 

acid drop-out -leu) for 24 h. Then, cells were diluted by 1000-fold in the same SCM-

Leu medium and grown in the same conditions for another 24 h. We repeated this 

dilution and growth in fresh media one more time. Finally, ~104 cells from the last 

culture were spread onto the indicated plates containing the appropriate selection 

media to test for the possible loss of pRS416-NPA3 (URA3) maintenance plasmid. 

This included plates with SCM -Leu medium and 5-FOA counter selection SCM/5-

FOA medium (0.67% YNB w/o amino acids, 2% dextrose, 0.2% amino acid drop-out 

-ura, 50 µg/mL uracil and 0.1% 5-fluoroorotic acid). 
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Identification of co-expression profiles of NPA3 synthetic negative 

interactors and GO enrichment analysis 

To identify genes co-expressed with npa3ΔC synthetic negative interactors across 

all transcriptomics datasets deposited in the yeast Saccharomyces genome 

database (SGD), the Serial Pattern of Expression Levels Locator database (SPELL) 

(Hibbs et al. 2007) was queried with the 15 synthetic negative interacting genes 

reported here and NPA3 gene with the online interface provided at SGD 

(https://spell.yeastgenome.org). We arbitrarily consider for the subsequent analysis 

the set of genes co-expressed with npa3ΔC synthetic negative interactors and NPA3 

gene that displayed an adjusted correlation score ≥ 1.4. Then, functional enrichment 

analysis was performed with the g:Profiler web server 

(https://biit.cs.ut.ee/gprofiler/gost) (Raudvere et al. 2019), using biological process 

annotations from gene ontology (GO). The co-expressed genes obtained from 

SPELL, together with the 15 npa3ΔC synthetic negative interactors and NPA3 were 

set as an unranked target list, and the complete S. cerevisiae genome from Ensembl 

Genomes (http://ensemblgenomes.org/) was set as the background list. Network 

representation was created using Cytoscape 3.8.2 (Shannon et al. 2003).  

Identification of genes with genetic interaction profiles similar to NPA3 

We searched TheCellMap web server (https://thecellmap.org/) to identify genes 

displaying a similar genetic interaction profile to NPA3. We fed the search toolbar 

with the NPA3 gene name and set the Pearson’s coefficient cutoff in 0.2, as 

recommended by the authors of this tool (Usaj et al. 2017).  
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Cell growth assays 

In order to evaluate the effects of stressors on cell growth, we generated the strains 

BYMG20 (NPA3), BYMG21 (npa3∆C) and BYMG34 (npa3ΔC/NPA3). These strains 

were grown in selection media (0.17% YNB w/o amino acids and ammonium sulfate, 

0.1% MSG, 2% dextrose, 100µg/mL clonNAT and 2% amino acid drop-out -Leu or -

Leu/Ura, respectively) to stationary phase, adjusted to an OD600= 0.4 and serially 

diluted by 10-fold. To examine the strains´ response to a ribosome biogenesis 

stressor or to a mitochondrial damage-inducing agent, we spotted the cells array, 

using the multi-blot replicator VP 407AH (V&P Scientific), onto YPD plates containing 

15 M actinomycin D (Sigma-Aldrich) or 24 µg/mL ethidium bromide (Bio-Rad). 

Evaluating the expression levels of the retrograde response genes CIT2, IDH1 

and IDH2 by real time PCR 

BY4741 (parental), BYMG20 (NPA3) and BYMG21 (npa3∆C) yeast strains were 

grown overnight in liquid SCM (0.17% YNB w/o amino acids and ammonium sulfate, 

0.1% MSG, 2% dextrose and 2% all amino acid mix) and SCM -Leu +NAT media 

(0.17% YNB w/o amino acids and ammonium sulfate, 0.1% MSG, 2% dextrose, 

100µg/mL clonNAT and 2% amino acid drop-out -Leu), respectively, with shaking 

(180 rpm) at 30 °C. Cells were spun down, washed and resuspended in 500 µL of 

sterile milliQ water. Then, all three strains were inoculated in 50 mL of their 

corresponding fresh liquid media to an adjusted OD600= 0.005 and incubated at 30 

°C with shaking (180 rpm) until cultures reached an OD600= 0.8. Cells were spun 

down, washed and resuspended in 500 µL of sterile milliQ water. Thereafter, each 
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strain was inoculated in 60 mL of liquid YPD (1% Bacto-yeast extract, 2% bacto-

peptone and 2% dextrose) to an adjusted OD600 =0.4; cultures were incubated at 30 

°C with shaking (180 rpm) during 4 h. Cells were then pelleted and total RNA was 

extracted as described previously by Schmitt et. al. (Schmitt et al. 1990). RNA was 

treated with Turbo DNase (Ambion) and cDNA synthesis was made with the 

Superscript II reverse transcriptase kit (Invitrogen) with oligo (dT)18. qPCR was 

performed using SYBR Green Master Mix (Radiant) in a Piko Real 96 Real Time 

PCR System (Thermo-Scientific). Primers (indicated in Table 2) used for the real 

time PCR were forward #125 and reverse #126 for CIT2, forward #127 and reverse 

#128 for IDH1, forward #129 and reverse #130 for IDH2, and forward #131 and 

reverse #132 for ACT1. Gene expression of ACT1 was used as a normalization 

control. The experiment was performed in triplicate and two-way ANOVA followed 

by Tukey’s multiple comparisons test was performed using GraphPad Prism (version 

8.4.0, GraphPad Software, San Diego, California USA). 
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Results 

Development of a bulk-fluorescence based high-throughput approach to 

identify negative genetic interactions with npa3∆C 

Methods based on pixel analysis that approximate yeast growth have demonstrated 

to be very useful to identify genetic interactions in high-throughput analyses (Tong 

et al. 2001; Jorgensen et al. 2002). However, high resolution of screens based on 

colony size require massive number of replicates for scoring synthetic effects 

(Roguev et al. 2007). We have successfully used bulk measurements of 

constitutively expressed fluorescence reporters as a proxy for fitness, allowing for 

higher resolution (DeLuna et al. 2008; Garay et al. 2014). Fluorescence proteins 

constitute a widely used tool that enables the visualization and evaluation of 

numerous cellular processes in yeast (Higuchi-Sanabria et al. 2016). Yeast cells are 

capable to produce fluorescent proteins regardless of their position within the colony 

(Steff et al. 2001), and this signal can be efficiently collected from the center and 

edges of that colony. Finally, detection of the fluorescence signal by high 

performance instruments allows the assessment of colony growth in a larger 

dynamic range than using pixels, providing a quick means to unambiguously score 

strong growth defects. Here, we used a bulk-fluorescence based high-throughput 

approach to assess yeast colony growth employing a yeast strain constitutively 

expressing the mCherry protein fused to the strongly, constitutively expressed Pdc1 

protein. 
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Here, we applied this SGA coupled to bulk-fluorescence method to perform a 

genome-wide search to identify genes showing synthetic negative interactions with 

the npa3∆C deletion mutant. First, we generated an SGA query strain harboring the 

npa3∆C mutation in the chromosome (Mc∆01). A PCR-based homologous 

recombination strategy was employed to replace the NPA3 C-terminal tail region 

with the NATr cassette. Although the natMX4 marker is neutral for fitness (Sliwa and 

Korona 2005), we also generated as a negative control a reference strain (MCR03) 

in which we introduced the NATr cassette at the NPA3 locus after the stop codon, 

leaving intact the NPA3 coding region (Figure 1A). The integration site of the 

selection marker in the genome was first verified through a PCR strategy in both 

strains (Mc∆01 and MCR03). We designed primers pairing ~100 bp upstream and 

downstream of the expected recombination site for both 5’ and 3’ junctions of the 

NATr cassette in the genome (Supplemental Figure 1). The amplification of a DNA 

fragment of the expected size confirmed that the integration site of the NATr cassette 

had occurred by homologous recombination at the NPA3 locus (data not shown). 

Second, in both strains we performed direct sequencing of a PCR product containing 

the integration site. In addition, Mc∆01 and MCR03 strains were tested for the 

appropriate auxotrophic and antibiotic-resistance markers. The proliferation rate of 

both Mc∆01 and MCR03 strains was similar to the parental strain, indicating that the 

insertion of the NATr cassette in the genome had no effect on this parameter (Figure 

1B).  

Genome-wide screening for putative npa3∆C synthetic negative interactions 
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We then proceed to systematically cross the Mc∆01 query strain (MATα, clonNAT 

resistant) with an array of MATa deletion mutants in 1 of 4,389 nonessential S. 

cerevisiae genes harboring a G418 selection marker. As a result, we obtained 

G418/clonNAT resistant diploids that were sporulated and selected on haploid-

specific media. To increase the resolution of the double-knockout profiling, we took 

advantage of the mCherry (RFP) bulk-fluorescent marker present in the parental 

query strains. Based on the distribution of the normalized fluorescence values, from 

the KanR and KanR NatR selection steps, we obtained a viability matrix by setting 

the -1.5 FNx value as detection threshold for growth colony 

(>-1.5=present, <-1.5=absent) (Figure 2). Synthetic negative interactions were 

identified by detecting double mutants with an aggravated phenotype (KanR NatR 

selection) compared with each of the corresponding array single mutants’ phenotype 

(KanR selection). Based on this definition, we expected that in the absence of 

negative genetic interactions, there would not be any difference between single and 

double mutant growth. Thus, positions showing highly diminished normalized 

fluorescence values in the double mutant selection step compared to the single 

mutant selection step were considered as putative synthetic negative interactions 

(Figure 3). To identify with high confidence synthetic negative interactions, we look 

for positions in which at least 3 of 5 colonies were present in the KanR single mutant 

selection step, and that, for the same position, at least 2 of the 5 colonies were 

absent in the KanR NatR selection step for the double-mutant. Based on this 

criterion, we identified 83 nonessential genes displaying a putative negative 

synthetic interaction with the Npa3 C-terminal tail coding region deletion mutant 
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(Table 3; viability matrix is presented in Supplemental Data 1). Remarkably, among 

the putative synthetic lethal genes with npa3∆C we detected the 4 closest neighbors 

to the NPA3 locus in the genome: MOG1, OPI3, LIA1 and HAM1. Although these 

genes do not really represent true genetic interactions with npa3∆C, it is an expected 

result due to the improbability of segregating these genes from NPA3 during the 

crosses. The identification of these genes in our genome screen gives support and 

credibility to the appropriateness of our experimental system to identify genes 

interacting negatively with npa3∆C.  

Confirming npa3∆C synthetic negative interactions at a higher statistical 

resolution 

To confirm the npa3∆C negative synthetic interactions obtained in our screen we 

performed a high-resolution analysis in which we arrayed the 83 putative hits 

obtained in the genome-wide screening described above and crossed them again to 

the Mc∆01 query strain. This time, we also included a strain harboring a neutral 

mutation (ho∆::kanMX4) homogeneously distributed in 75% of the 384 positions' 

array. RFP-mCherry signal collected from this control showed the single mutant 

growth phenotype of the query strain (Baganz et al. 1997). Considering that the 

formation of haploid double mutants by meiotic recombination is highly unlikely if the 

two genes to be combined are tightly linked in the same chromosome (Kaboli et al. 

2014), we included as positive controls in the target array the 4 deletion mutant 

strains in the closest loci to NPA3 (mog1∆::kanMX4, opi3∆::kanMX4, lia1∆::kanMX4 

and ham1∆::kanMX4), as a reference for no colony growth phenotype. As expected, 
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these 4 mutants displayed a synthetic lethal-like phenotype when combined with the 

npa3∆C mutation in the genome-wide SGA. In addition, we included the 

iwr1∆::kanMX4 mutant due to the previously reported physical interactions of Iwr1 

with several subunits of the RNAPII complex (Krogan et al. 2006), and the genetic 

interactions described for IWR1 with BUD27 and GPN2, two genes involved in 

RNAPII biogenesis and nuclear import (Scherrer et al. 2011; Minaker et al. 2013). To 

discard a possible slow growth phenotype caused by the presence of the NATr 

cassette at the NPA3 locus, we also crossed the same target array with the MCR03 

query strain and considered it as a reference SGA. The same experimental 

methodology for the SGA coupled to bulk-fluorescence we described above, was 

followed for both experiments, Mc∆01 and MCR03 (Figure 4). Then, we normalized 

the fluorescence values obtained from the single-mutant and double-mutant 

selection steps (Supplemental Figure 2). Thereafter, we used those normalized 

fluorescence values to generate a genetic interaction score to qualitatively represent 

cell growth and identifying those double mutants showing a negative effect in growth, 

as compared to single mutants.  

As we designed the SGA coupled to bulk-fluorescence for high-resolution detection 

of negative genetic interactions in budding yeast, we discarded double-mutants that 

displayed a positive interaction-like phenotype, showing GIS values >0 (over the 

reference hoΔ/npa3ΔC GIS value). However, negative GIS values provide a 

qualitative representation of the detrimental biologic effect in growth phenotype 

caused by the combination of a nonessential-gene deletion and the npa3∆C 

mutation. Next, we arbitrarily set a stringent cut-off to score synthetic negative 
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interactions with npa3ΔC (Figure 5). Below this GIS cut-off value we identified 

BUD27, GIS2, ARC18, PPT2, RAD6 and MTC7, as genes interacting negatively with 

npa3ΔC. Noteworthy, 3 (MOG1, LIA1, and HAM1) of the 4 genes included in the 

array as positive controls for the experiment displayed GIS values below the 

stringent cut-off. Additionally, we also set a lenient cut-off GIS value to include OPI3, 

the fourth gene considered as positive control in our study. This more relaxed GIS 

cut-off allowed the inclusion of double-mutants with a less pronounced but still clear 

detrimental effect on cell growth. Among the genes belonging to this group were 

DLD3, IWR1, PUF4, SIC1, MSW1, CCC2, RMD9, MRPL37 and SPG3. To test if the 

differences obtained were statistically significant, we employed a student t-test 

(Supplemental Data 2). Altogether, through our SGA coupled to bulk-fluorescence 

analyses, we identified 15 synthetic mutations with npa3ΔC that displayed a 

synergistic negative effect in cell growth, which probably include both synthetic lethal 

and synthetic-sick genetic interactions (Figure 5). We identified genes that showed 

synthetic negative interactions with npa3∆C that regulate different aspects of 

transcription, including IWR1, BUD27, PUF4 and GIS2. In addition, we identified 

negative interactions between npa3∆C and genes regulating the cell cycle (SIC1) 

and protein degradation and DNA repair (RAD6). Interestingly, we identified a 

synthetic negative interaction of npa3∆C with SPG3, a gene of unknown function but 

apparently related to carbon assimilation, and MTC7, a gene likely to be involved in 

ribosome biogenesis, as its function has been linked to BUD21, a gene involved in 

rRNA processing (Schlitt et al. 2003).   
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Unexpectedly, several of the synthetic negative interactions we report here for 

npa3∆C are with genes encoding mitochondrial proteins that play important roles in 

mitochondrial vital biosynthetic processes (PPT2), localization of mitochondria in the 

cell (ARC18), mitochondrial translation machinery (MRPL37 and MSW1), and the 

control of mitochondrial gene expression (RMD9) (Myers and Tzagoloff 1985; 

Grohmann et al. 1991; Fehrenbacher et al. 2005; Stenger et al. 2020). npa3∆C also 

displayed a negative synthetic interaction with DLD3, a gene encoding a cytoplasmic 

protein that is a member of the retrograde regulon, a set of nuclear genes whose 

transcription is upregulated by damaged mitochondria (Chelstowska et al. 1999), and 

with the trans-Golgi cooper transporter Ccc2 and Gis2, two additional proteins with 

a mitochondrial function. Interestingly, ccc2Δ mutant cells also exhibited defects in 

respiration (Yuan et al. 1995) and GIS2 is a modulator of ribosomal translation of 

mitochondrial precursor protein synthesis (Seidel and Meierhofer 2017), thus having a 

role in the two larger groups of NPA3 interacting genes, one involved in ribosome 

biogenesis and the other in mitochondrial homeostasis.  

Study of the synthetic negative interaction of npa3∆C with bud27∆ de novo 

by plasmid shuffling 

Secondary assays are always recommended to verify novel negative genetic 

interactions due to intrinsic features of the SGA method that may cause a synthetic 

silencing effect (Hughes et al. 2000; van Welsem et al. 2008). We decided to further 

verify the synthetic negative interaction of bud27∆ with npa3∆C by generating double 

mutants de novo using homologous recombination followed by the plasmid shuffling 
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technique (Boeke et al. 1987). To this end, we generated the double chromosomal 

mutant npa3∆/bud27∆ carrying an NPA3-URA3 maintenance plasmid together with 

a second NPA3-LEU2 or npa3∆C-LEU2 plasmid. Strains were grown as described 

in Materials and methods in selective media containing uracil but lacking leucine 

(SCM -Leu). This media selects for the presence of the LEU2 carrying plasmids and 

simultaneously releases any negative selection in the growth of cells that 

spontaneously lose the NPA3-URA3 rescue plasmid (Ura
-
 cells). The resulting cells 

were plated onto SCM -Leu and SCM/5-FOA plates to evaluate the rate of loss of 

the NPA3-URA3 rescue plasmid. If the npa3∆C mutant carried in the LEU2 plasmid 

will render only inviable Ura
-
 npa3∆/bud27∆ cells, then no colony growth will be seen 

at 5-FOA containing plates (Figure 6A). Confirming the SGA result, cells harboring 

npa3∆C-LEU2 plasmid in combination with the double chromosomal mutant 

npa3∆/bud27∆ were not able to form regular colonies. In contrast, npa3∆/bud27∆ 

cells harboring the NPA3-LEU2 plasmid formed numerous colonies (Figure 6B). This 

result confirms the synthetic negative interaction between npa3∆C and bud27∆ we 

observed in the SGA analysis and showed that this interaction corresponds to the 

extreme form of synthetic lethality. 

NPA3 synthetic negative interactors co-expression profiles network 

Genetic interactions regulating a phenotype within cells can be mediated by several 

mechanisms and involve different types of biomolecules including mRNA, proteins, 

or metabolites (Costanzo et al. 2010, 2016). Thus, we reasoned that exploring co-

expression profiles might contribute to gain more insight into a possible common 
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function for NPA3 and the synthetic negative genes with npa3ΔC in specific 

biological processes. To this end, we queried the SPELL section in SGD to identify 

the set of genes whose expression is co-regulated with the set of genes of our 

interest. We obtained 123 genes showing similar co-expression profiles with NPA3 

and the npa3ΔC synthetic negative interactors form this SPELL analysis 

(Supplemental Data 3). Thereafter, to identify the biological processes that were 

significantly enriched in the set of genes containing the 15 synthetic negative 

interactors with npa3ΔC, the top 123 co-regulated genes and NPA3, we performed 

a functional enrichment analysis. This analysis showed an enrichment of biological 

processes related to ribosome biogenesis and function, revealing a previously 

unknown functional relationship of NPA3 with those biological processes (Figure 7).  

NPA3 profile similarity subnetwork 

A gene function can be inferred by assessing its genetic interaction profiles. These 

profiles include both the set of negative and positive genetic interactions for a 

particular gene. A high similarity in the genetic interaction profiles of two given genes 

may indicate that these genes participate in the same biological processes, 

pathway(s), and/or protein complex (Costanzo et al. 2010, 2016). To extend our 

observations on NPA3 by assessing orthogonal functional data, we searched the 

TheCellMap genetic interactions server to identify those genes in yeast with a 

genetic interaction profile most similar to NPA3. The quest in the TheCellMap 

repository revealed only 3 genes with a significant genetic interaction profile similar 

to NPA3, namely UTP23, SAM35 and CDC10 (Figure 8). UTP23 encodes an 
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essential protein component of the small subunit processome involved in 40S 

ribosomal subunit biogenesis (Hoareau-Aveilla et al. 2012), which incidentally has also 

been described in high-throughput studies to localize to mitochondria. Sam35 is a 

pivotal component of the sorting and assembly machinery complex (SAM) located in 

the mitochondrial outer membrane (Milenkovic et al. 2004; Paschen et al. 2005). Finally, 

Cdc10 is a subunit of the septin complex with GTPase activity involved in 

cytokinesis, polarity and morphogenesis (Field and Kellogg 1999; Costanzo et al. 2010, 

2016), but that in addition is required for efficient trafficking of CoQ to mitochondria 

(Fernández-Del-Río et al. 2020). A similarity in the genetic interactions of NPA3 with 

UTP23, SAM35 and CDC10 supports our proposal, based on the npa3ΔC negative 

interacting genes obtained in our SGA and the biological processes enriched with 

these genes, as well as the SPELL co-expression data, that Npa3 cellular function 

is integrated with mitochondrial function and ribosome biogenesis.   

npa3C cells growth is more sensitive to actinomycin D and ethidium bromide 

than cells expressing full-length Npa3 

As mentioned above, most genes identified in SPELL as being co-regulated with 

NPA3 and some of the npa3∆C synthetic negative-interacting genes play a 

recognized role in ribosome biogenesis. This observation points to the interesting 

possibility that Npa3 might also be involved in ribosome biogenesis. To start 

generating experimental evidence in support of this hypothesis, and considering that 

strains from the yeast deletion collection may carry nonlinked mutations that may 

affect phenotypic characterization (Hughes et al. 2000), we generated the strains 
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BYMG20 (NPA3), BYMG21 (npa3∆C) and BYMG34 (npa3ΔC/NPA3) to evaluate the 

effects of some stressors on cell growth. Then, we compared the sensitivity of 

npa3∆C and NPA3 cells growth to actinomycin D (ActD), an inhibitor of RNA 

polymerase I (Perry and Kelley 1970), and therefore, of ribosomal RNA synthesis. If 

the npa3∆C mutant allele is unable to support an optimal level of ribosome 

biosynthesis, regardless of the specific step, we expect to observe an increase in 

the sensitivity of npa3∆C cells growth to ActD, in comparison with NPA3 cells. 

Indeed, as shown in figure 9A, growth of npa3∆C cells was clearly more sensitive to 

ActD than that of NPA3 cells. Importantly, this increase in sensitivity was suppressed 

by an episomal expression of full-length Npa3, confirming that this effect was 

specifically due to a functional deficiency in the npa3∆C mutant allele. 

On the other hand, results of our SGA study also showed that npa3∆C interacts with 

genes encoding mitochondrial proteins that play important roles in mitochondrial 

translation, metabolism, localization, and gene expression. It is known that 

contributions from both, nuclear and mitochondrial genomes, are indispensable for 

the maintenance of mitochondrial function during cell growth and development 

(Grivell 1995; Maity and Chakrabarti 2021). Several studies have used the intercalating 

agent ethidium bromide as a selective inhibitor of mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) 

synthesis to explore mitochondrial cellular functions (Goldring et al. 1970; Hobbs et 

al. 2001; Chen et al. 2005; Luévano-Martínez et al. 2015). To gain insight into a 

possible Npa3 mitochondrial related function, we evaluated the effect of ethidium 

bromide on the proliferation of npa3∆C and NPA3 cells (Figure 9B). As expected, 

npa3∆C cells growth displayed an increased sensitivity to the inhibitory effect of 
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ethidium bromide. Importantly, this effect was reversed by episomally expressing 

Npa3 wt. These results support the proposal that Npa3 may play a role in the cellular 

response to mitochondrial dysfunction.  

Expression of the retrograde pathway marker IDH2 is increased in npa3C 

cells 

In our SGA study we obtained several genes interacting with npa3C that encode 

mitochondrial proteins. These results raised the possibility that npa3C cells may 

have a subtle mitochondrial deficit that adds to a minor negative effect caused by 

the absence of one of these gene products to cause the xxx/npa3C synthetic 

negative interaction. Our result showing that npa3C cells growth displayed a higher 

sensitivity to the inhibitory effect of ethidium bromide is consistent with that proposal. 

Mitochondrial dysfunction activates a retrograde pathway that leads to an increased 

expression of a set of nuclear genes (Butow and Avadhani 2004; Liu and Butow 2006). 

Thus, we employed real time PCR to investigate if the expression of the classical 

retrograde markers CIT2, IDH1 and IDH2 was increased in npa3C cells. As shown 

in figure 10, CIT2 expression was unaffected in npa3C cells but the expression of 

IDH2 was significantly increased in npa3C cells compared to both, NPA3 control 

cells and unmodified BY4741 parental cells. The expression of IDH1 was 

significantly increased in npa3C cells compared to BY4741 cells, but although IDH1 

expression was higher in npa3C than NPA3 cells, the difference was not 

statistically significant. Thus, a marked increase in IDH2 but not CIT2 expression in 
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npa3C cells points to an alteration in mitochondrial physiology that leads to the 

activation of a cell response that is different from the classical retrograde pathway.   
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Discussion  

Here we took advantage of the absence of a strong growth phenotype in the Mc∆01 

strain to search for synthetic negative genetic interactions of a C-terminal deleted 

Npa3 mutant, npa3∆C, by combining the npa3∆C mutation within an RFP-

expressing strain with one deletion mutant from the nonessential gene-deletion 

yeast collection. In this study, we were able to identify and confirm synthetic negative 

interactions with npa3∆C in a high-throughput manner by coupling detection of bulk-

red fluorescence to SGA methodology. Independently that this variation of the SGA 

method we implemented here may be improved, we suggest, based on the evidence 

presented in this work, that SGA analysis coupled to bulk-fluorescence is a reliable 

method to search for negative genetic interactions in budding yeast. Our plasmid 

shuffling experiments verified the npa3∆C/bud27∆ negative genetic interaction de 

novo, and revealed that this belongs to the most extreme form of interaction called 

synthetic lethality. This result, together with the appearance in our study of the NPA3 

neighboring genes as apparent negative interacting genes, gives strong credibility 

to our study. However, more experimental work is needed to verify the other genetic 

interactions obtained for npa3∆C in our SGA analysis, as we selected the 

npa3∆C/bud27∆ combination to confirm de novo because it was the interaction that 

displayed the highest GIS value.  

Npa3, Bud27 and Iwr1 are involved in RNAPII assembly and nuclear targeting 

(Forget et al. 2010; Czeko et al. 2011; Miron-Garcia et al. 2013; Zeng et al. 2018), 

suggesting that the npa3∆C negative genetic interactions may result from an 
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impairment in RNAPII biogenesis. Additionally, the results of SPELL showing a co-

regulation of NPA3 expression with genes involved in ribosome biogenesis or 

function might point to a defect in these processes as a probable explanation for the 

synthetic negative interactions we identified here for npa3∆C. However, we propose 

that the npa3∆C genetic interactions we identified here are not likely due to Npa3's 

role in RNAPII assembly, as we have previously shown that RNAPII nuclear 

targeting and activity were unaffected in npa3∆C cells (Guerrero-Serrano et al. 2017), 

but more reveal additional, still to define, novel functions of Npa3 in diverse cellular 

processes. A putative deficiency of RNAPII in npa3∆C, if any, is not enough to affect 

cell proliferation in npa3∆C cells (this work). Indeed, Bud27 also regulates the 

assembly of RNA polymerase III (RNAPIII), and both Npa3 and Bud27 were 

identified by mass spectrometry as proteins associated to this enzyme (Vernekar and 

Bhargava 2015; Bhalla et al. 2019), raising the possibility that they may cooperate to 

regulate RNAPIII. A functional regulation of any aspect of RNAPIII by Npa3 may 

potentially explain the co-regulation of NPA3 expression with a set of genes involved 

in ribosome biogenesis, as RNAPIII synthesizes rRNA 5S. Additionally, Bud27 is 

also involved in translation initiation (Deplazes et al. 2009), raising the possibility that 

synthetic lethality in npa3∆C/bud27∆ might be due to a potential involvement of Npa3 

in translation, an interesting possibility worth testing experimentally.  

Among the negatively interacting genes with npa3∆C not only BUD27 participates in 

ribosome biogenesis (Martínez-Fernández et al. 2020), but also other genes found in 

our study play important roles in this biological process. PUF4, codes for a protein 

that preferentially binds to mRNAs encoding nucleolar rRNA-processing factors and 
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mRNAs encoding proteins that participate in ribosome biogenesis (Wickens et al. 

2002; Gerber et al. 2004; Lapointe et al. 2017). GIS2 associates with functionally related 

groups of mRNAs coding for proteins involved in ribosome biogenesis (Scherrer et al. 

2011). Finally, MTC7 is also likely to play a role in ribosome biogenesis (Schlitt et al. 

2003). Interestingly, Npa3 was identified by mass spectrometry as an Npa1-

associated protein and given the name of “Nucleolar Preribosomal Associated 

protein 3” or Npa3, as Npa1 associates with the pre-60S ribosomal particle. Any role 

of Npa3 in ribosome biogenesis was quickly discarded mainly based on the cytosolic 

localization observed for this protein (Dez et al. 2004). In addition, the results of our 

search in SPELL revealed that there is a clear co-regulation of NPA3 expression 

with genes involved in ribosome biogenesis, further supporting a possible role for 

Npa3 in this process. Moreover, our results showing a higher sensitivity of npa3∆C 

than NPA3 cells to the RNA polymerase I inhibitor actinomycin D (ActD) is also 

consistent with a role in ribosome biogenesis. Although we cannot rule out that the 

higher sensitivity of npa3∆C cells to ActD is due to inhibition of RNA polymerase II 

(RNAPII), we believe this is unlikely as a higher concentration of ActD (20µM) than 

the one we employed here (15 µM) had no effect on the induction of a protein 

reporter gene in S. cerevisiae (Gorenstein et al. 1978), a process requiring mRNA 

synthesis by RNAPII. More importantly, as we mentioned above, the Npa3 C-

terminal tail is not required for proper nuclear targeting or activity of RNAPII, as both 

were undistinguishable between npa3∆C and NPA3 cells (Guerrero-Serrano et al. 

2017). Altogether, the novel genetic interactions we uncovered here for NPA3 

support the proposal that Npa3 might play a still to define role in ribosome 
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biogenesis. Interestingly, UTP23, one of the three genes identified as displaying 

genetic interactions most similar to NPA3 in our TheCellMap analysis, is directly 

involved in ribosome biogenesis. 

Additionally, we also uncovered a group of genes displaying synthetic negative 

interactions with npa3∆C that are important for mitochondrial homeostasis. These 

findings were rather unexpected, as Npa3 is a cytoplasmic protein with no known 

mitochondrial function. However, it is noteworthy that Npa3 is quickly mobilized from 

the cytoplasm to mitochondria after TOR inhibition with rapamycin (Chong et al. 2015; 

Kraus et al. 2017), indicating that Npa3 participates directly in the mitochondrial 

response to this stress. A mitochondria-related cellular adaptive response that might 

involve Npa3 is the mitochondrial precursor-overaccumulation stress (mPOS), 

where GIS2, an npa3C interacting gene obtained in our study, is one of the major 

regulators of this recently described pathway of mitochondria-mediated cell death in 

yeast, previously associated with TOR signaling pathway (Wang and Chen 2015; 

Seidel and Meierhofer 2017). Furthermore, the analysis of genetic profiles most similar 

to NPA3 employing TheCellMap repository revealed SAM35 among these genes. 

As Sam35 plays a critical role in protein targeting to the mitochondria, its failure leads 

to an accumulation of mitochondrial precursor proteins in the cytoplasm, providing 

further support to a possible role for Npa3 in the cell response to mitochondrial 

related proteotoxic stress. Another pathway activated by mitochondrial dysfunction 

is the retrograde signaling response (Komeili et al. 2000), where the transcription of a 

set of nuclear genes is rapidly induced by damaged mitochondria. Intriguingly, DLD3, 

a classical gene of this response (Chelstowska et al., 1999), was also identified in 
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our study as a negative interacting gene with npa3∆C. Although our real time PCR 

experiments did not show any increase in the transcription of CIT2, the classical 

marker of the retrograde response, they did show an increase in IDH2, and probably 

IDH1, expression in npa3∆C cells. These results indicate that npa3∆C cells most 

likely display a mitochondrial adaptation different from the classical retrograde 

response. Interestingly, in addition to its enzymatic activity in the tricarboxylic acid 

cycle, Idh1/Idh2 also regulate mitochondrial translation by binding to the 5-

untranslated region of mitochondrial mRNAs (Elzinga et al. 1993). IDH1/IDH2 

disruption leads to several phenotypes that have been attributed to defects in 

mitochondrial translation in respiratory deficient cells (Grivell 1995). Thus, one 

interesting possibility is that an increase in IDH2 expression may compensate for a 

putative deficiency in mitochondrial translation in npa3∆C cells. This proposal is 

further supported by the identification of a robust group of negative interacting genes 

with npa3∆C that possess well-known roles in mitochondrial translation. These 

genes regulate protein synthesis at several levels, including MSW1, that encodes a 

tryptophanyl t-RNA synthetase; MRPL37, which encodes a protein of the 

mitochondrial large ribosomal subunit; and RMD9, that encodes a protein that binds 

a dodecamer sequence in mitochondrial mRNAs to protect them from degradation 

(Nouet et al. 2007; Hillen et al. 2021).  Finally, the higher sensitivity displayed by 

npa3∆C cells to ethidium bromide constitutes another experimental evidence in favor 

of Npa3 playing a critical role in mitochondrial homeostasis. Collectively, these 

results point to Npa3 playing an important role in molecular processes in the 

mitochondria or being integrated with a specific mitochondrial function. We expect 
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that the results obtained from our SGA analyses will provide valuable information to 

better understand the role that Npa3 plays, direct or indirectly, in several cellular 

processes critical for mitochondrial function and ribosome biogenesis. 
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Figure legends 

Figure 1. Generation of S. cerevisiae MCR03 and Mc∆01 query strains. A) MCR03 

and Mc∆01 strains were generated in the YEG01 genetic background which 

expresses constitutively the red fluorescence protein mCherry from the PDC1 locus 

in chromosome XII. The NATr cassette (CTA1
3

'
UTR

-TEF1
5

'
UTR

-natMX4-TEF1
3

'
UTR

) 

was integrated in chromosome X at the NPA3 locus, after the ORF sequence of 

NPA3 gene. The disruption of NPA3 C-terminal extension coding region was 

accomplished by the integration of the NATr cassette. B) Mc∆01 and MCR03 strains 

displayed a proliferation rate indistinguishable from the parental strain YEG01-RFP. 

Cells were inoculated in YPD at an OD600nm of 0.1 and cell growth was followed over 

time. The growth assay was performed in a Bioscreen C analyzer in honeycomb 

plates using a volume of 300 µL. OD600nm was automatically recorded every 15 min 

during 24 h (n = 8). 

Figure 2.  Distribution of normalized fluorescence values of single-mutant selection 

step (KanR) and double-mutant selection step (KanR NatR). Dotted line indicates 

the detection threshold value (-1.5) for colony growth.  

Figure 3. Scatter plot with genome-wide screening threshold. Distribution within red 

dotted line represents array positions with colony growth in single-mutant selection 

step but no growth in double-mutant selection step. The blue color to yellow color 

gradient indicates the density of normalized fluorescence value distribution of the 

array positions. 
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Figure 4. Schematic representation of the SGA coupled to bulk-fluorescence 

methodology. The SGA starting strain MATα Mc∆01 (npa3ΔC-NATr), which 

expresses constitutively the mCherry red fluorescent protein (RFP-hphMX4), was 

crossed with geneticin (G418) resistant MATa (xxxΔ::kanMX4) nonessential gene-

deletion collection mutants. After mating, the heterozygous diploids were sporulated, 

followed by consecutive haploid selection in hygromycin B containing media. The 

resulting MATa meiotic progenies were replicated on G418 and hygromycin B 

containing media, for the selection of nonessential mutation (KanR selection) and 

RFP, respectively. Thereafter colonies were replicated on 

G418/clonNAT/hygromycin B containing media for the selection of xxx∆/npa3∆C 

double mutant cells (KanR NatR selection) and RFP, respectively. Red fluorescence 

signal reading was performed at KanR selection step and KanR NatR selection step, 

and then used to generate a genetic interaction score (GIS). 

Figure 5. Boxplot of genetic interaction score (GIS) values for each xxx∆/npa3∆C 

deletion mutant pair of the high-resolution analysis. Red color indicates reference 

HO double-mutants. Purple color indicates the positive control genes closest to the 

NPA3 locus in the chromosome. Gray dotted lines indicate the “stringent cut-off” set 

on GIS ≤ -0.42 value and a more relaxed “lenient cut-off” set on GIS ≤ -0.2 value. p-

value used for t-test: *p ≤ 0.05. 

Figure 6. The npa3∆C allele is synthetic lethal with bud27∆. A) Schematic 

representation of the plasmid shuffling strategy to evaluate the synthetic negative 

interaction between npa3∆C and bud27∆. The red arrow represents the random loss 
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of the NPA3-URA3 maintenance plasmid during cell division. B) Double 

chromosomal mutant npa3∆/bud27∆, carrying an NPA3-URA3 plasmid together with 

either an NPA3-LEU2 plasmid (up) or an npa3∆C-LEU2 plasmid (bottom) were 

grown as described in Materials and Methods. Thereafter, cells were plated onto 

SCM-Leu or SCM+5-FOA plates, the appropriate combination of nutrients to 

counter-select for the loss of NPA3-URA3, and incubated for 3 days at 30 °C. 

bud27∆ cells formed colonies in the presence of 5-FOA only if they end up carrying 

the NPA3-LEU2 but never the npa3∆C-LEU2 plasmid, indicating that cells 

expressing npa3∆C-LEU2 and having the bud27∆ mutation cannot survive. 

Figure 7. Network representation of functional enrichment analysis of the 15 

synthetic negative interactors with npa3ΔC, the top 123 co-expressed genes with 

npa3ΔC synthetic negative interactors and NPA3. The enrichment analysis was 

done as a random query, with an statistical domain scope of only annotated genes 

and the significance threshold of 0.05, using the g:SCS algorithm. Node Cutoff, FDR 

≤ 0.05 (biological process GO Term); and Edge Cutoff for similarity coefficient (genes 

overlapped) ≤ 0.68. Clusters represented with red and green colors were generated 

by clusterMaker2 plugin with the MCL algorithm. Node size in gray indicates the 

number of genes within the node.  

Figure 8. NPA3 profile similarity subnetwork (modified from TheCellMap). Node’s 

colors indicate the gene annotations from studies considered for global network in 

TheCellMap. Edges represent the Pearson’s correlation coefficients for genetic 
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interactions profiles similar to NPA3: SAM35 = 0.290, UTP23 = 0.235, and CDC10 

= 0.206.  

Figure 9. npa3C yeast cells growth display an increased sensitivity to actinomycin 

D and ethidium bromide. npa3 yeast cells episomally expressing Npa3 wt or 

npa3C from the indicated plasmids were spotted onto YPD plates containing: A) no 

drug or 15 µM actinomycin D (ActD), and B) no drug or 24 µg/mL ethidium bromide 

(Et. bromide). Plates were incubated for 3 days at 30 °C. In all conditions n=3 but 

only a representative result is shown.  

Figure 10. mRNA levels of the retrograde response markers CIT2, IDH1 and IDH2 

in NPA3 and npa3∆C cells. Expression levels of the indicated genes were 

determined by real time PCR, as described in Materials and Methods. Blue, green 

and red columns represent mRNA expression of CIT2, IDH1 and IDH2, respectively, 

in NPA3 and npa3∆C cells grown in glucose containing media. Two-way ANOVA 

followed by Tukey’s multiple comparisons test was performed. Significant difference 

in expression levels are indicated: ** p<0.05 and *** p<0.005. n=6. 
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Table 1   Yeast strains used in this study. 

Strain Genotype Reference or source 

YEG01-RFP 

MATα Pdc1-mCherry-Hyg his3Δ1, leu2Δ0, 

ura3Δ0,  Can1Δ::Ste2pr(a)_sp_his5, 

lyp1Δ::direct repeat 

(Garay et al. 2014) 

Mc∆01 

MATα Pdc1-mCherry-Hyg his3Δ1, leu2Δ0, 

ura3Δ0,  Can1Δ::Ste2pr(a)_sp_his5, 

lyp1Δ::direct repeat, 

 npa3ΔC::CTA1t-AgTEFp-natMX4-AgTEFt-

NPA3t 

This study 

MCR03 

MATα Pdc1-mCherry-Hyg his3Δ1, leu2Δ0, 

ura3Δ0,  Can1Δ::Ste2pr(a)_sp_his5, 

lyp1Δ::direct repeat, 

 NPA3-CTA1t-AgTEFp-natMX4-AgTEFt-NPA3t 

This study 

BY4741 MATa  his3∆1, leu2∆0, ura3∆0, met15∆0 
(Baker Brachmann et al. 

1998) 

BYMG20 
MATa his3∆1, leu2∆0, ura3∆0, met15∆0, 

npa3∆::natMX4, pRS315-NPA3_LEU2 
This study 

BYMG21 
MATa  his3∆1, leu2∆0, ura3∆0, met15∆0, 

npa3∆::natMX4, pRS315-npa3ΔC_LEU2 
This study 

BYMG34 

MATa  his3∆1, leu2∆0, ura3∆0, met15∆0, 

npa3∆::natMX4, pRS315-npa3ΔC_LEU2, 

pRS416-NPA3_URA3 

This study 

BYMG56 

MATa  his3∆1, leu2∆0, ura3∆0, met15∆0, 

npa3∆:: natMX4, bud27Δ::kanMX4, pRS416-

NPA3_URA3, pRS315-NPA3_LEU2 

This study 

BYMG57 

MATa  his3∆1, leu2∆0, ura3∆0, met15∆0, 

npa3∆:: natMX4, bud27Δ::kanMX4, pRS416-

NPA3_URA3, pRS315-npa3ΔC_LEU2 

This study 
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Table 2   Primers used in this study. 

No. Sequence (5'-3') 

3 CAAGAACGTGAAAAAGCATTGAACCTAAAAAAGAAAAAGGAAGAGTAAGTGCGC
TTTTGAACCACGTAAAG 

4 CTGCGGGTCGAATGATCGCCGAACCAAAGGACTATACGTAGTTATCGACACTGG
ATGGCGGCGT 

8 CTATTCCCAGCTAGACGTCGTG 

9 GCTAGCGCTTTGAACTGAACTATTG 

10 TTCGCCTCGACATCATCTGC 

11 GTTTCTCACTGCATTCTACAGGG 

32 CTGCGGGTCGAATGATCGCCGAACCAAAGGACTATACGTAGTTATCGACACTGG
ATGGCGGCGTT 

84 TAGCGCACACAAACAACTACAAAACGCAATAACGACACAGCAAGATAGAGATCC
GCTTGCCTCGTCCCCG 

89 ATATTCTGTAGAATTTTATAGTAAACAGGTATCCTCAGACTGTAATAGCCGACAT
GGAGGCCCAGAATAC 

90 ATACGTATATGTTAATATAGATTCTGATTTACTTTCTGTCTCCATATGGGCAGTAT
AGCGACCAGCATTC 

105 GTTTCATTTGATGCTCGATGAG 

106 GAAACGTGAGTCTTTTCCTTAC 

123 CAAGCTTTGTATATGTCTATGCC 

124 CAGTATCATCCAAAGTAGTAGAC 

125 GTATGAGAGGTATTCCAGGGAGC 

126 CTTCTGGTAGTGGTTGTGAGCTTC 

127 GGTGACGGTGTTGGGAAAGAAATC 

128 GACGCCTTCCTTATGATCTGTTTGC 

129 GTTCGTCCCGCAAAGTCTATTGAAG 

130 GAACAACGCCAGGGCAAACTATG 

131 AGTTGCCCCAGAAGAACACC 

132 CGTAGAAGGCTGGAACGTTGA 
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Table 3   Putative negative genetic interactions identified in the npa3∆C genome-wide 

screening. 

Putative hits with biological known 

function 

Putative hits with biological unknown 

function 

ARC18 GAL2 PUF4 WHI5 ECM18 

ATG2 GIS2 RAD33  MTC7 

ATG42 GSH1 RAD6  RCI37 

ATG8 HAT2 RHO2  RTC4 

BDF2 INO2 RIM15  SDD1 

BUD27 IZH1 RMD9  SPG3 

BUD4 LDS2 RPN4  SRL2 

CAF4 LEU9 RRG9  YDR124W 

CCC2 MGA2 RTS1  YDR094W 

CNL1 MIS1 SDD2  YDR491C 

COY1 MNN2 SHU2  YDL071C 

CUR1 MON2 SIC1  YDR271C 

CUS2 MRF1 SMA1  YEL067C 

DAL81 MRPL37 SPF1  YEL068C 

DID4 MSG5 STO1  YFL051C 

DLD3 MSW1 SWC5  YGL036W 

DNF2 NHP10 TEX1  NRS1 

DNL4 PHO80 TPS3  YML012C-A 

ELC1 PHO90 UBX2  YNL089C 

ERG3 PPA2 VAC8   

FRD1 PPT2 VPS64   
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Supplemental Material 

Supplemental Figure 1  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PCR strategy to test genomic DNA from Mc∆01 (npa3∆C) and MCR03 (NPA3) 

strains for the correct integration of the NATr cassette (CTA1
3

'
UTR

-TEF1
5

'
UTR

-

natMX4-TEF1
3

'
UTR

). Primers #8 and #10 are complementary to the chromosome 

region flanking the integration site, and primers #9 and #11 pair within the NATr 

cassette. Finally, mutants were checked for a PCR product of the proper size using 

primers (#8 / #11) flanking the integration sites. The size of all products obtained in 

a PCR reaction employing the indicated primers and the genomic DNA isolated from 

the two recombinant strains A) Mc∆01 and B) MCR03 (NPA3), as template, is 

consistent with the integration having occurred at the expected site by homologous 

recombination.  
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Supplemental Figure 2  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Comparison between raw and normalized fluorescence values from high fidelity 

analysis: A) comparison for single mutant selection step fluorescence values 

(KanR); B) comparison for double mutant selection step fluorescence values (KanR 

NatR).  
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Supplementary Table 1. Single and double mutant selection step media for 
SGA bulk-fluorescence coupled. 

 KanR 
selection 

KanRNatR 
selection 

Yeast nitrogen base w/o amino acids and 
ammonium sulfate (BD Difco) 1.7g 1.7g 

Monosodium glutamic acid (Sigma-Aldrich) 1g 1g 

Amino acids drop-out mix (-His/Arg/Lys) 2g 2g 

Glucose  20g 20g 

Agar 20g 20g 

Canavanine (100mg/mL) (Sigma-Aldrich) 500uL 500uL 

Thialysine (100mg/mL) (Sigma-Aldrich) 500uL 500uL 

Hygromycin B (50mg/mL) (Invitrogen) 4mL 4mL 

Geneticin (G418) (200mg/mL) (Invitrogen) 1mL 1mL 

ClonNAT (100mg/mL) (Werner BioAgents)  1mL 

H2O to a final volume of 1000mL 1000mL 
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